The Foundation Year (Preps) students this term have been learning about Wild Animals: The different environments and habitats that wild animals live and sleep in, their eating habits, how they obtain their food and how they raise their young. The students had an opportunity to take part in a workshop in making their own wild animal hand puppets. All the students were engaged and excited during this session. We are fortunate to have Mrs Wisdom who is such a talented parent at our school. Mrs Wisdom organised and ran the whole day session with our Preps. We are so grateful for the time and effort she put into creating a fun day for all of our students and teachers. We hope you enjoy reading the students reports that they themselves have written and also looking at our photos!
I made a penguin puppet. To make it I used PVA glue to glue the pieces on. We worked as a team because we had to help each other. The teachers helped the children. It was very sticky and hard to put the puppets together. Thankyou Mrs Wisdom for making these puppets with us. Mrs Wisdom and our teachers liked the puppets that we made.

By Milly  FA

On Monday the 26th of August I made a penguin puppet. To make the penguin I used some stuffing, felt material, PVA glue and even a paint brush. Mrs Wisdom came to help us and it was very kind of her to make these puppets with us. My favourite part was when I put the stuffing in the different parts of the body.

By Ashweena  FA

I enjoyed making my penguin puppet. Mrs Wisdom came over and we made the puppets together. We used stuffing and we had all the bits and pieces. We glued on the eyes, the feet and the beak. My favourite parts were gluing the eyes on, Mrs Wisdom gluing the tummy on with the hot glue gun and playing with my puppet.

By Bailee  FA

I made a crocodile puppet. The crocodile puppet was stuck together with PVA glue. Thankyou Mrs Wisdom for this fun activity I love my puppet.

By Reece  FA
I made a monkey puppet. First we put cotton wool in some parts of the puppet. It felt like it was a pillow. It looked like a monkey. We glued some of the pieces and Mrs Wisdom glued the rest.

By Charisma     FB

On Monday the 26th of August, we made puppets with Mrs Wisdom. I stuffed my elephant, Miss N helped me.

By Judea     FB

I liked making my puppet because it was fun to put the material in the puppet. I glued on the pieces. Miss N and Mrs Krikas helped us.

By Liba      FB

I loved making my pig puppet because pigs are cute. I used eyes, ears, two nostrils and PVA glue. It was very sticky and it made your fingers stick together. I enjoyed the activity because it was super fun.

By Tayjah   FA

On Monday we made puppets. My puppet is a pig and I like it because it is pink. Pigs live at the farm. I made this puppet by stuffing it with cotton and then I glued the pieces of the puppet.

By Sophie   FB
On Monday the 26th of August Mrs Wisdom came and helped us to make puppets. My puppet was a tiger. Some materials I used were: stuffing, PVA glue, felt material and a paint brush. Do you know why I chose a tiger? Because they are my favourite football team. Thankyou Mrs Wisdom for helping us, it was so exciting that my legs were shaking at the beginning before we started making our puppets.

By Savith FA